
Poetry by 3C 

Pink is a fluffy unicorn dancing on rainbows, 

Pink is a rose on a summer day, 

Pink tastes of strawberry smoothie on a hot day, 

Pink feels like the petal of a cherry blossom, 

Pink smells like cotton candy at a fair, 

Pink is a sunset on a summer evening. 

By Chloe C 

 

Eagle, 

Gigantic, scary, 

Hunting, flying, pecking, 

Flying through the day, 

Predator 

 

Cheetah, 

Spotty, yellow, 

Pouncing, growling, running, 

Racing through the night, 

Predator 

By Ashton F 



Blue is the soccer ball rolling across the field, 

Blue is the waves crashing in the ocean, 

Blue is the balloon dancing in the sky, 

Blue is a tissue box sitting on the teacher’s desk, 

Blue is Paterson cheering for their mates, 

Blue is a cupboard being suspiciously opened by Mr Cowley, 

Blue is a pool being swam in, 

Blue is a texta being scratched on the paper, 

Blue is a pencil case sitting on Michael’s desk, 

Blue is a car racing down the motorway. 

By Antonio P 

 

 

Black hole, 

Deadly, dense, 

Fast, gravitated, stretchy, 

It will grow larger, 

Black hole 

By Siddharth I 

 

 



Yellow is the taste of lemon juice swishing through my mouth, 

Yellow is the sound of autumn leaves swishing to the ground, 

Yellow is the sound of Lawson screaming their annoying song, 

Yellow is the taste of banana bread melting in my mouth, 

Yellow is the feeling of annoying bees stinging me, 

Yellow is sunflowers singing in the sun. 

By Sarah H 

 

 

Bulldog, 

Cuddly, loving, 

Sleeping, fighting, licking, 

Begs for its food, 

Lazy 

 

Tiger, 

Ferocious, dangerous 

Prowling, sneaking, camouflaging, 

Running after its prey, 

Predator 

By Adam D 

 



Blue is the calmness of slow waves, 

Blue is the moon in the dark midnight sky, 

Blue is the stinky cheese everyone dreads, 

Blue is the ice that has been in the freezer too long, 

Blue is the depression of the homeless, 

Blue is the deep dark depths of the ocean. 

By Joshua B 

 

 

The Snow leopard          

In the winter snow   

In the snow the leopard lies      

Waiting for its prey            

 

The Panther        

In the dark night       

The hungry panther blends in       

With the dark sky  

By Abby B 

 

 

 



Green 

Green is the sound of dew dripping from a fresh leaf, 

Green is the taste of fresh salad from my garden, 

Green feels like leaves brushing past me as I run in the cross 

country, 

Green is Kendall cheering for their team, 

Green smells like freshly mown grass in my backyard, 

Green is the tall trees in the Amazon Jungle, 

Green is the sound of fresh leaves being blown away by a gust of 

wind, 

Green is the sound of Mr C shouting at Siddharth, 

Green is the taste of delicious ice-cream from the ice-cream van. 

By Derek L 

 

Gold is a dot glistening beneath the soil waiting to be discovered, 

Gold is the finest silk waving in the soft breeze, 

Gold is the Heaven above us moving in the breeze, 

Gold is the abandoned coin gazing above for it’s owner, 

Gold is the masses of treasure hidden underneath planks under the 

ocean.      

By Amy P 

 



Yellow is the sun on a bright, beautiful day, 

Yellow is the fuzzy fur on a stripy bumble bee, 

Yellow is the happiness of the joyful,  

Yellow is the colour of t-shirts of the kids in Lawson screaming 

their encouraging chants, 

Yellow is the smelly cheese sitting in the bright sun, 

Yellow is the roaring lightning on a stormy night, 

Yellow is sunflowers swaying in a quiet field,  

Yellow is a handball leaping across the handball courts, 

Yellow is the hot, soft sand laying beneath my feet,  

Yellow is the bright highlighter drawing across a white piece of 

paper, 

Yellow is a coin glistening in the sun. 

By Amy F 

 

 

Galaxies, 

Huge, packed, 

Growing, consuming, spinning, 

Spinning around the universe, 

Galaxies 

By Siddharth I 



Blue is the breeze blowing gently in the sky, 

Blue is the waves crashing onto the soft sand of the beach, 

Blue is the taste of a blueberry smoothie, 

Blue is the whooshing lightning striking the sea, 

Blue is the flaming speed of a rocket ship crash landing. 

By Angus C 

 

Green is luscious long grass dancing in the wind 

Green is a freshly made cold mint ice-cream 

Green is a timid leaf swaying in the wind 

Green is the moss, waiting for its time to come 

Green is the seaweed screaming in agony for mercy  

Green is the fresh rainforest being drenched in cool rain  

Green is an eggtimer, running out of sand 

Green is milk, which has lay in the fridge for too long  

By Lucas L 

Tiger Hunts 

In the moist jungle, 

The beautiful tiger hunts. 

Then she pounces… ROAR! 

By Maddie H 



 

Friendship 

In everyone’s hearts, 

Friendship is the power there. 

It’s what connects us. 

By Maddie H 

 

Yellow is the gazing sun in the warm summer air, 

Yellow is the humming of a bee flying in the summer breeze, 

Yellow is the sour taste of lemon in the air conditioned kitchen, 

Yellow is the sweet banana just picked from the tall, graceful tree, 

Yellow is the warm sand sizzling on your feet, 

Yellow is the beautiful colour of an astonishing sunset. 

By Isla W 

 

Mr C 

Awesome Mr C 

Is a wonderful teacher 

He likes to teach us 

By Lucy L 

 



D-man (My dog) 

At one Hasting’s road 

There is an awesome puppy 

He is very cute 

By Lucy L 

 

Yellow is the burning sun, 

Yellow is the angry roar of a lion, 

Yellow is the smell of a dancing fire in the fire place, yellow is the 

feeling of a petal from a happy sun flower, 

Yellow is a lemon freshly grown from the Queen’s secret garden. 

By Louise L 

Polar Bear Haiku 

In the icy snow 

Polar Bears walk silently 

Trying to catch fish 

Penguin Haiku 

In the freezing snow 

The penguins slide on wet ice 

In the afternoon 

By Keira S 



Blue is the bright sky on a perfect day, 

Blue is the waves crashing onto the soft sand, 

Blue is the sea salt from the ocean floor, 

Blue is a scrumptious berry smoothie fresh from the dancing 

blender, 

Blue is a juicy berry being squashed in your mouth. 

By Emily P 

 

Yellow is the dandelions dancing in the breeze 

Yellow sounds like a bomb jumping to explode, 

Yellow smells like cheese standing, 

Yellow is the pizza sizzling in the pan, 

Yellow feels like bananas yelling constantly.     

Patrick 

 

In the box 

In the orange box, 

There is lots and lots of maths, 

I am good at maths 

By Arkin R 

 



Mr Cowley 

The Mr Cowley, 

He is awesome and so cool, 

He is amazing 

By Arkin R 

Yellow looks like a flashing Pikachu, 

Yellow sounds like the thunderous crash of a lightning bolt, 

Yellow tastes like delicious, fresh, sugary lemonade, 

Yellow looks like a big shiny bright car in the bright sun, 

Yellow tastes like a big smelly piece of cheese, 

Yellow smells like a big juicy banana, 

Yellow feels like the nice warm burn of the sun. 

By Daniel H 

 

Green looks like the long blade of the lightsaber belonging to the greatest Jedi 

in the universe, 

Green looks like the bright light of the beeping traffic lights, 

Green feels like the joy of Charlie being happy, 

Green is the pencil running away to Movieworld, 

Green is the iPhone cover that can do anything, 

Green is the colour of the bright light of a fabulous sun. 

By Charlie K 



Yellow is the sun singing daylight in the sky, 

Yellow is the taste of a delicious pineapple pie, 

Yellow is the sound of someone saying, “Hi!”, 

Yellow is an ice-cream melting whilst yelling for help, 

Yellow is the colour of gold being stolen, 

Yellow is my mum cooking with lemon, 

Yellow is a light bulb hanging above my head, 

Yellow is the sand playing beneath my toes. 

By Lucy C 

 

A ninja is black, 

He is autumn 

In the forest, 

He is rain, 

A ninja is a helmet, 

A sword, 

He is a ninja movie, 

A smoking pig. 

By Michael F 

 

 

 

 



There once was a big fat mole, 

That started to dig a hole, 

He fell on his back, 

Then saw a big sack, 

That mole loved to dig his hole. 

By Maeve K 


